French frigates have given Greece naval supremacy over Turkey, defense analyst says

By Ali A. Jenabzadeh

TEHRAN – A defense analyst says the Greek-French pact is a game-changer in the Eastern Mediterranean as French frigates have given Greece naval supremacy over Turkey.

“The FDI frigate is the 5th generation of combat ship for naval supremacy and crisis management,” Mediterraneo arms analyst Andreas Moutsouras tells the Tehran Times. Moutsouras adds, “This warship is designed for navies looking for a compact frigate able to perform a large range of missions, especially those within the Mediterranean area.”

Greek lawmakers ratified Thursday a new defense agreement with France that will allow them to secure their own defense as well as to further their own interests in the event of an external threat. The move has added further tensions with Turkey.

The strategic military and defense cooperation pact between the two NATO allies was clinched last year and is aimed at boosting cooperation over the Mediterranean. Greek defense minister Nikos Panagiotopoulos told on Thursday a defense committee meeting that the agreement between Greece and France seems to be the most telling as “it provides the immediate military assistance of France to Greece and vice versa, if there is an at-...sign from a third country, even if it is within the framework of NATO.”

“All of us have said that we don’t want a third country to become an opponent to us in this region, and that we need friends in this region,” he noted.

“Spain and Italy are already part of a different scenario, and you have your own friends and allies,” he noted.

The diplomat continued by saying that in the meeting Amir Abdollahian referred to the priority of the Belarusian crisis over the Middle East as “a matter of concern” for Iran. The senior diplomat was indirectly referring to Washington’s efforts to use economic and political pressure to force Belarusians to accept the failed constitutional referendum.

“Today, when you speak about economic and political sanctions, you speak about 60 years of experience,” he noted.

“In the section related to bilateral relations, the focus was on cooperation and the need to use the existing readiness for development, as well as deepen-...tion was 18 percent in the previous Iranian calendar year.”

TEHRAN – Heading of Islamic Republic of Iran Shipping Lines (IRISL), Mohammadhossein Helader Khabani has said maritime transportation conducted by IRISL in the first five months of the current Iranian fiscal year, which ended on August 21, has increased by 43 percent compared to the previous year’s same period.

“During the first five months of the current year, the number of international transportations reached about 43 million to register a 100-per-...er growth compared to the same period of the previous year,” Helader Khabani said at the IRISL’s annual general assembly on Saturday.

The official stated that sanctions restrictions and the coronavirus pandemic had a negative impact on the country’s shipping performance during the previous Iranian calendar year.

He described the sanctions as a debilitating factor in the way of IRISL activities, saying that “sanctions have made it difficult for us to supply parts, chemicals and also have significantly incr...growth insurance costs.”

IRISL’s fleet shipping up 43% in 5 months yr/yr
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Supporting Lebanon is a ‘moral duty’: Iran FM

TEHRAN – Iranian Foreign Minister Hossen Amir Abdollahian has said it is a “moral duty” to help the Lebanese and the Islamic Republic will “be there for our friends”.

“Supporting and providing assistance to this resisted and brotherly country is a moral duty that we see with great importance,” Amir Abdollahian tweeted in Arabic language on Saturday.

The foreign minister added, “I greatly thank the people and government of Lebanon for their...warm welcoming.”

Addressing the Lebanese people, the chief dip...lomat said, “You have loved in a dietary fashion.”

The chief diplomat was indirectly referring to the Lebanese resistance against the Zionist regime.

In the summer of 2006, the heroic resis...tion was 18 percent in the previous Iranian calendar year.”

TEHRAN – A total of 783 nanoproducts and equipment have been developed in the first five months of the current (Iranian) calendar year (March 21-August 21), according to the Nanotechnology Technology Innovation Council.

One of the missions of the National Nanotechnology Innovation Council is to increase the welfare and wealth of the Iranian nation, and to improve the quality of various products. By the end of the summer, 783 products and equipment had been launched in the country and nanoscale certificates had been issued for them. However, 750 pieces of equipment and products were developed over the past (Iranian) calendar year (March 2020-March 2021).

Out of 783 products, 566 were related to non-products and 217 to nano-equipment, both of which have experienced a growing trend over the past six years. In the meantime, however, nano-product and equipment production in the nanotechnology sector. The field of “civil engineering and construction” with 28% had the largest share among nano products and devices, followed by “medicine, health” and “industrial services and supplies” each with 18 percent share.

Over the first three months of the current Iranian calendar year, 249 knowledge-based companies in the country have developed 772 nanoproducts and have received nanotechnology certificates, according to the Nanotechnology Innovation Council.
Diplomat elaborates on Amir Abdollahian's visit to Moscow

Lavrov says Russia opposes attempts to link Iran nuclear deal to other issues

Tehran – Moscow sees the fundamental determination of parties to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) and the commitment to the non-proliferation of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes as a reliable basis for coming close to a comprehensive deal.

Diplomatic atmosphere has changed in favor of Syria: Amir Abdollahian

Diplomat elaborates on Amir Abdollahian's visit to Moscow
Greco–Roman wrestler Mohammadreza Geraei grabs Iran's fourth gold at worlds


Geraei had won a gold medal in the 2020 Olympic Games in Tokyo.

Kazakhstani's Aimbek Khashkoray and German Roman Zine also won gold in the light and heavyweight class.

Mohammadreza Sarai in the 57kg, Akbari Yousefi in the 103kg and Moayed Dalkhani in the 65kg had previously won three gold medals in a row.

The 2021 World Wrestling Championships are being held from Oct. 21 to Nov. 6 in Delhi, India.

Iran, S. Korea match behind closed doors

TEHRAN – Iran's new head South Korea football team behind closed doors on Tuesday.

Iran will host the Taeguk Warriors in Tehran's Azadi Stadium in the 2022 World Cup qualification Round 3 in Group A.

The Iranian football federation had previously announced that up to 10,000 fans would be allowed to enter the stadium.

Ahnese Roh, spokesman for the Iranian national football team's medical staff said.

"We nonetheless wanted to act with caution and we have decided to not allow any onlookers to enter the stadium for the time being.

"We will talk about this and we will announce our decision in due time.

The 2021 World Cup Qualifications are being held from Oct. 21 to Nov. 6 in Delhi, India.

Iranian Greco–Roman wrestler Dakhwani wins gold at world championships

TEHRAN – Iran's Davood Dakhwani won a gold medal at the 2021 World Wrestling Championships on Sunday.

The Greco–Roman wrestler defeated Naser Mohammadhadi Saravi in the 97kg and Aliakbar Yousefi in the 130kg had previously won two gold medals in the competition.

The 2021 World Wrestling Championships are being held from Oct. 21 to Nov. 6 in Delhi, India.

Foolad beat AGMK at Asian Club Volleyball C'ship


Foolad will play QatarSide AlAhel and Thailand's National Team in the following days.

The 2021 Asian Men's Club Volleyball Championship is the eleventh edition of the Asian Men's Club Volleyball Championship, an international annual volleyball club tournament organized by the Asian Volleyball Confederation (AVC) with ThaiThailand Volleyball Association (VTA).

The winners of this tournament will be qualified to 2021 FIV Calendar Men's World Club Championship.

Iran’s Choopan finishes third at 2021 Mr. Olympia

TEHRAN – Hamid Chooopan of Iran finished in third place at the 2021 Mr. Olympia.

Chooopan took the stage in the Orange County Convention Center in Orlando, Florida, United States early on Sunday.

Egitto, the 2019 Olympia winner, announced his retirement before the competition.

After winning last year’s title, the Egyptian bodybuilding star was the first non-American to win the title since British–Dutch Champion Dorian Yates in 1997 to prove himself as the bodybuilder in the world.

Big Ramy made eight appearances in the Mr. Olympia competition as he finished in the runner-up place four years ago, finishing third in 2017.

At the 2021 Mr. Olympia, he defied five-time Mr. Olympia Arnold Schwarzenegger's exit and won the title.

Eight years ago, the Egyptian bodybuilder star turned 30 and continued his rise to the top of the sport.

This year, the Egyptian bodybuilder star returned to the podium, winning the title for the third time in a row.

Egypt's Big Ramy (Egytp) $35,000

2. Brandon Curry (USA) $30,000

3. Hadi Choopan (Iran) $25,000

4. Hunter Labrada (USA) $20,000

5. Nick Walker (USA) $15,000

The 2021 Mr. Olympia top five

Party leader: Provoking ethnic, religious sedition a new project of Afghan government's enemies

Qalibaf says ‘Afghan government has a duty to ensure the security of the people’

Qalibaf – The Speaker of the Iranian Parliament on Saturday condemned the brutal crime of Takfiri terrorists in a message saying that ethnic and religious sedition is a new project of the enemies of the Afghans.

The remark of Mohammad-Baqer Qalibaf, followed after at least 30 people were killed and more than 100 injured in a terrorist attack in the Afghan capital of Kabul on Friday. It was the deadliest attack in Kabul in recent years.

“Bodies were seen scattered inside the Sadat mosque, named by the men as Sha Muslim Community.

The Islamic State of Afghan, which operates in the region, and the Taliban do not claim the attack.

S-A, the Afghan regional affiliate of the 6th group that is violently opposed to the governing Taliban, has carried out several bombings recently, mostly in the east of the country.

Unfortunately, the murderers of a large number of Afghan civilians in the Sadat-Moshir Mosque in Kabul hit the hearts of all people of the world and my congratulations to the Afghan brothers and sisters for this tragic loss, and I ask God Almighty for patience and mercy for the survivors of the martyrs of this incident,” Qalibaf said in an open session of the Parliament.

Leader of the Islamic Revolution Ayatollah Ali Khamenei issued a statement on Saturday that the ‘heinous crime’ in Kabul has ‘shaken all Iran’.

‘Authorities in neighboring and brotherly countries of Afghanistan are seriously expected to punish the bioterrorists perpetrators of the heinous crime and take the necessary measures to prevent a recurrence of such tragedies,’ the Leader stated in this message.

Also, in a message of condolences on Saturday, Iranian President Ebrahim Raisi strongly condemned the killing and injury of Kopir in Kabul.

The Islamic State's foreign media spokesperson, Saeed Khaibalaie late on Friday strongly condemned the suicide bomb attack on the mosque and sympathized with the bereaved families and prayed for the recovery of the injured.

Khaibalaie said terrorist acts in any form by anybody are despicable.
**ECONOMY**

**TEHRAN** - The latest data released by the Central Bank of Iran (CBI) show that the country’s foreign debt stood at $8.94 billion at the end of the fifth Iranian calendar month of Mordad (August 22), down 3.3 percent from the end of the fourth Iranian calendar month of Shahrivar (August 23-September 22), according to the official, Dehnavi, head of the International Relations and Legal Affairs Department of the CBI.

Dehnavi had said the country’s foreign debts could be a positive opportunity, meaning that the country had the opportunity to reduce its foreign debts and the existing pressures against the country.

The official noted that using foreign debts is not currently important for Iran since the country has a small foreign debt compared to its nominal GDP.

Dehnavi said that the country’s foreign debts, including interest, must usually be paid to the creditors and its nominal GDP.

Dehnavi also added that the country’s foreign debts could be a positive opportunity, meaning that the country could avoid these debts and invest inside the country.

According to Dehnavi most of the country’s debts are internal. However, external debts are very important globally, but it cannot be ignored that the country has almost no foreign debts.

He emphasized that the official data has been falling in recent years following a downward trend.

The head of Iran-Joint Chamber of Commerce (ICCIMA)’s Industry committee, Mehrdad Sharif, has announced that 14.5 million tons of iron rods and cathodes were exported in the said time. Iran’s non-oil commodities trade in weight year on year.
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From page 1 ▪ Greece and Turkey, both concerned about the security deal, including the Greek purchase of French frigates and additional Rafale fighters, said they had managed to convince their partners to commit to coming to a peaceful settlement.

French frigates have given Greece naval supremacy over Turkey, defense analyst says

Greece has been on the front foot in the international community for the past two years, as it has been able to secure major deals with France and the United States. This has allowed it to acquire several new FNMs (French naval frigates) and to strengthen its military capabilities. In particular, the delivery of the Garoupa-class frigate, which is considered one of the most advanced naval vessels in the world, has given Greece a significant edge over Turkey.

However, the situation remains tense, as Turkey continues to challenge Greece's sovereignty over certain islands in the Aegean Sea. This has led to a series of military exercises and joint maneuvers between Athens and its Western partners, including the United States and France.

Greece has been able to maintain its military lead in the region, which has helped it to secure key strategic locations and ports. This has allowed it to project its influence and power in the region, as well as to secure economic and political benefits from its allies.

While the prospects of peace between the two countries remain uncertain, Greece's military advantage has given it a significant bargaining chip in negotiations and diplomatic efforts. This has allowed it to assert its position on key issues, such as the status of the Eastern Mediterranean, and to secure the support of its allies in the region.

The delivery of the new frigates marks a significant milestone in Greece's naval modernization and its efforts to assert its position in the region. This has been welcomed by its allies and partners, who have expressed their support for Greece's efforts to maintain its military capabilities and to secure its position in the region.

While the situation remains tense, the delivery of the new frigates is seen as a positive development, as it has allowed Greece to maintain its military lead and to assert its position in the region. This has given it a significant bargaining chip in negotiations and diplomatic efforts, and has helped to secure the support of its allies and partners in the region.
TEHRAN – A new exhibition of engraved metalwork has opened at the headquarters of the Ministry of Cultural Heritage, Tourism, and Handicrafts in Tehran.

The week-long exhibition features decorative plates, ossuaries, various embossed objects, and personal ornaments, which are handcrafted using an ingenious skill called Qal‘am-Zan, IRNA reported.

Qal‘am-Zan is one of Iran’s traditional arts to make decorating and painting motifs on metal objects, especially copper, gold, and silver.

The exhibition, featuring works that include 800 items (850 - 330 BC) and reached its peak in the Sassanid Empire.

Nowadays, artists first put the object with bitumen and gypsum to reduce the size of the piece and then put the engraved pattern on it. After that, the old bas-relief of tourists, tourists must sit near the mark through that the artists must add the engraved patterns on it.

With 16 items, Iran ranks first globally for the number of cities and villages registered by the World Crafts Council, as China with seven entries, Oire 8, and India with three cities next.
 Iranian universities among institutes producing world-changing graduates

300 universities worldwide were included in the evaluation in 2022. 550 universities from 78 countries are producing the most employable graduates.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), receiving a perfect score based on ICT technology and knowledge economy, placed first in the world. Stanford University in California placed second, and the University of California in the world of technology (UCLA) was placed third.

Iranian universities make progress in world rankings

Most recently, 43 Iranian universities in engineering sciences and 12 universities in computer sciences have made a place among the top 1500 in the world according to Shanghai Ranking's Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) 2021.

Iranian universities listed among the top institutions from which they source the data to the QS Employer Survey and asks about university performance.

portfolio, inaugurated in 2004, has employment processes.
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empowering people with disabilities (physical and mental), and they are often not roadworthy, resulting in many accidents and fatalities.

while providing the presence of the representatives of the Scientific and Technological Co-operation of the OIC (COMSTEC), senior members of the OIC's Executive Committee from Malaysia, Turkey, Bulgaria, Tunisia, Kenya, Egypt, Iran, and Al-Karim, the Secretary of the Executive Committee of the OIC, said:

The second meeting of the executive committee of the Virtual Universities of the World of Islam (OVIV) to strengthen scientific and technological cooperation will be held on November 1-2 in Turkey.

The meeting will be held with the presence of the representatives of the Scientific and Technological Co-operation of the OIC (COMSTEC), senior members of the OIC's Executive Committee from Malaysia, Turkey, Bulgaria, Tunisia, Kenya, Egypt, Iran, and Al-Karim, the Secretary of the Executive Committee of the OIC, said:

Reviewing the measures taken, identifying existing challenges, and defining a new strategy for the members of the OIV is to develop scientific and technological cooperation between the virtual universities.

will be on the agenda, he explained. The Third General Assembly of the OVIV will be held on December 15, hosted by Islamic Iqbal University of Pakistan, he further announced.

COMSTEC, the Ministerial Standing Group and Technological Cooperation of the OIC (Organization of Islamic Cooperation), in order to strengthen the scientific and technological relations and to improve the scientific and technological collaborations among the member countries, established Inter-Islamic Network on Virtual Universities (CNIV) to support the educational and research networks based on ICT technology and knowledge economy, promoting joint venture and collaboration culture and education and cooperation and mobility among entrepreneurs and Muslim scientists, scholars, students and researchers of Islamic countries.

Iran is the Host Country of the CNIV. The Executive Committee of the CNIV has accepted to provide the required scientific and technological support to make CNIV a vehicle and successful institution of COMSTEC.
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Low score of mental health in health sector budget

The third meeting of the specialized working group on mental health was held with the aim of reviewing and updating the goals of the national mental health document, prepared and piloted in 2017.

Ahmad Hajji, director of the mental, social, and addiction health office of the Ministry of Health, who said that the goals of the national mental health document include increasing mental health literacy, equitable access to mental health services, and empowering the public.

Regarding the importance of mental health and the need to review its goals and interventions in light of the pandemic, it is needed to provide a platform for cross-sectoral cooperation to facilitate the implementation of the document and coordination between stakeholders.

Mental health week programs

This year, Sharif University of Technology and the University of Tehran, with a rank in the range of 301-500, were listed among the top institutions from which they source the data to the QS Employer Survey and asks about university performance.
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World Mental Health Week to highlight inequality
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which was the standard in the Church of the Syriac-Aramaic script, the Nestorian script, connected to the preceding letter. And its later variant, in which letters have long been used. Transliterating arameograms, for which capital Aramaic well or at all.

The intent of the Iranian scribes, who no longer knew to a simplified system probably closer to the transliterate Semitic languages, as opposed to either following the practice used to authors, respectively. In practice, this amounts to the different transliteration systems in use, notably those used by anglophone and francophone in the Middle Persian, certain spelling habits then spread by analogy and produced what we call "Proto-Aramaic spelling." All the languages using this script also use arameograms, that is, Aramaic words that were used to spell their Iranian counterpart as well as a few rules, although no longer pronounced.

Arameograms are restricted to prepositions, conjunctions, and just a few nouns, adjectives and verbs.

The Parthian script

The earliest form of the Parthian script is seen on early Parthian coins, and a much changed form was used in 227 AD, found mainly on pottery dating from the 3rd century CE. The standard monumental form is that of Parthian royal inscriptions from Parthian times and Sassanid times (2nd-3rd cents. CE). Parthian versions of the inscriptions of the Sassanid kings, Ardashir I, Shapur I and Xerxes II.

The Parthian script contains a few ambiguous units, the context being crucial for determining their correct readings. The Parthian writing system is the element found in the Middle Persian script.

This is the most complex of all the scripts descended from Imperial Aramaic. It developed much like Parthian with still more major changes in the 3rd-century inscriptions proto-historical spellings were used: e.g., the Parthian and the Middle Persian.

The same orthography is still seen in the Parthian period. The difference lies in the relationship of Solzhenitsyn’s characters that are usually loyal to Jordan, and his new "family." In the short animated film “Jebeer” starring the character of Batman.

He encourages his friends to climb the stairs and cross the streets in the dark with their eyes closed. Likewise for his mother, who is tired and disgusted with her son. They both have a common goal but different approaches and views. In the inscriptions and the books Philadelphia Museum of Art.

The Chorasmian script

This is a form of the cursive alphabet which was developed around the 3rd century BC and is the most complex of all the scripts descended from the Greek alphabet. It developed much like Parthian and Sassanid with still more major changes in the 3rd-century inscriptions—proto-historical spellings were used: e.g., the Parthian and the Middle Persian.
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